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CABIN AMENITIES

PERFORMANCE

Fully enclosed
lavatory with sink

he CESSNA CITATION XLS+ aircraft is a further development
of the Citation Excel. The mid-size jet is characterized by its
efficiency and has a range of 3.250 km.
T

815 km/h
SPEED

offee pot

C

he D-CJJK carries eight passengers, has a pleasant height
and is equipped with six comfortable, wide and fully reclining
leather seats. The layout includes a central club configuration
for four guests, two single seats in the aft cabin and a
comfortable bench seat in the forward cabin. Four pull-out
tables - two large ones in the club section and a smaller one at
each of the aft seating areas - complete the smart layout. VIP
seating controls give you the full power over the cabin lighting
and temperature.

3.250 km

MAXIMUM RANGE

13.716 m

ALTITUDE MAX.

T

SPECIFICATIONS
NORMAL SEATING

BAGGAGE VOLUME

8

2,54 m³

he galley features a cabinet with ice drawer, practical storage
space, and a spacious work area for catering arrangements.
The washroom with toilet and sink is fully enclosed and
separable from the main cabin to provide guests with the
privacy they desire. An external baggage compartment
provides space for all your luggage.

T

he D-CJJK is an exclusive and efficient aircraft that will
you to your destination in the shortest possible time.
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itation XLS+

CABIN LAYOUT

omfortable bench seat in the forward cabin, central club configuration for four guests and two single seats in the aft cabin.
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